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Other studios have been beating us to market with scripts that resemble our productions. From now on, all communication will be encoded. (Remember that submitting intermediate work such as clues you find will help).
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The world first learns of the barber and serial killer, Sweeney
Todd.
Thomas Edison writes a message that coins the word "hello"
to begin telephone calls.
Labor unions bomb the Los Angeles Times building.
Camels from Egypt arrive to supply the U.S. Camel Corps.
Parker Brothers is awarded a patent for what is now the most
famous board game in the world.
The event of the first marathon run sets the distance so the
British royals could watch runners cross the finish line.
Britain elects its first prime minister that speaks French.
The first modern structure to exceed the height of ancient
manmade structures debuts at a World’s Fair.
A British newspaper invents the "Pharaoh's Curse," perhaps
inspired by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
Australia's prime minister suddenly disappears and is
presumed dead.
A military chaplain gives the shortest, famous sermon, "Praise
the Lord and pass the ammunition."
The first movie to be shown at the White House motivates the
president to say it was "writing history with lightning."
The president of the United States makes the first foreign trip
while still in office.
Columbia University's trustees block awarding a famous prize
to "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
Father and son play on the same major league baseball team
for the first time.
The most famous cartoon character speaks for the first time
saying "Hot dogs, hot dogs!"
Nationwide panic ensues when radio listeners learn of an
Martian invasion from Orson Welles.
The Senate votes to block lowering the voting age to eighteen
after the idea is endorsed by the president.
The first train known as the Orient Express runs for the first
time.
A flying pig grounds flights at London's Heathrow Airport.

